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Greetings and News from Fred and Ruby
COVID-19 Update
Ruby and I have had the required two vaccinations and continue to observe the required protocols for
safety. The new Delta variant has been detected in our country. Though on a very small scale. Since the
incidence is community based, strict and extensive contact tracing measures have been put in place to
track possible infections.
We still continue to live and serve with hope in what the Lord does each day because the Gospel and its
spread cannot be restrained by all the pandemic protocols and restrictions. We remember and pray for
you often, anticipating that in God’s own time we will meet and fellowship with you in person.
Family health
Our health continues to be good. Additionally, we consult with our doctor as a discipline and have also
done periodic medical examinations, as well as do regular exercises for physical fitness.
Video conferencing
We continue our conferences on Zoom. This has continued for seven months. Interest is high. Biblical
books done so far include expositions on Jonah and Habakkuk. Subjects such as - Salvation by Grace
through faith In Jesus Christ; Eternal Security; Ministry of multiplication through Discipleship; Chronology
of the Great Commission passages in the Gospels and Acts. The current Zoom conference session
continues until August 22. We have very active interactions with participants through question and answer
and other contributions of thoughts during the conference sessions.
Each conference session duration is one and a half hours. With Ruby as co-host we are able to manage
admissions to the sessions whenever some of the participants’ calls drop and have to reconnect.
Teaching materials are mailed prior to each session. Our goal, which is repeated during every session, is
2 Timothy 2:2.
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In Person Teaching
Reaching young people with a clear biblical explanation of Salvation by Grace through faith in Jesus
Christ. Teaching on How to do effective Personal Bible Study, Prayer and other aspects of growing in
grace and the knowledge of Jesus Christ. These series of biblical teachings done by Ruby will be
completed at the end of July.
“Now I can practice and gain the skill of studying the Bible”, said a young lady. Another indicated, “I know
I have eternal life. Now I can explain it better to others”.
Fred just completed a series of teaching sessions on Accountability and the Believer’s Eternal Rewards.
The group of participants is a mix of young and older people. Interest was extremely high, yet participants
were sometimes pensive because most had wished they had received such biblical instruction earlier
than now.

A participant who is also committed to our Zoom sessions wants to arrange that the sessions on Eternal
Rewards will be included among subjects for a pastors’ conference so I’ll teach. According to him he has
not heard the subject taught before and this will serve as an eye opener to many pastors and leaders.
Beloved, Thank you, and may the Lord watch over you. May your partnership with us
continue to bear fruit as we employ new ways of reaching people for the Lord.

Praise and Prayer
1. Praise the Lord that we are able to teach God’s Word by video conferencing. Through this medium we
have participants from USA, Ghana, South Africa and Zambia. So far we have not had any power cuts
so our sessions have not been disrupted.
2. Many we expect to participate in the Zoom training are unable to join because of poor internet
connections. Pray for improvement in connectivity and commitment to join with no distractions by other
activities.
3. Pray, regarding increasing cost of living because of the pandemic and its adverse effect on national
economy.
4. Pray that there will be significant improvement so we can resume residential training conferences.
Vaccination certification will be required for participation because people will come from all over the
country. This is not easy to manage during these times with all the restrictions on large gatherings.
5. Pray for our health and protection of our AFCI teams worldwide. Also, pray for ease in international
travel restrictions soon.
6. Pray regarding the new wave of the pandemic and its adverse effect on in-person conferences and
training of leaders.
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